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Preface

This publication is the result of joint work between various international solidarity groups and 
communities affected by the Cerrejón coal mine, who participated in July 2019 in the regional 
public hearing “Diversion of the Bruno stream and the humanitarian crisis in La Guajira” and the 
visit to monitor and control the diversion works of the Bruno stream, in La Guajira Colombiana, 
by the company Carbones del Cerrejón. The multinational mining companies Anglo American, 
BHP and Glencore are the total owners of Cerrejón, each with 33.3% of the shares.

The regional public hearing, convened by the communities of La Gran Parada and Paradero, 
Senator Aida Avella and Senators Feliciano Valencia, Jorge Robledo, Iván Cepeda, Alexander 
López and Alberto Castilla, is part of the mechanisms of political control available in the leg-
islation Colombia to make a call to the government and multinationals, when the law is not 
complied. In this case, the rights of indigenous and Afro-descendant communities, as well as the 
rights of nature are affected. The hearing and the control visit to the deviation of Bruno were car-
ried out within the framework of the Constitutional Court Judgment SU-698 of 2017 that orders 
the protection of the communities’ rights to water, health and food. It dictates that the natural 
channel of the Bruno stream should not be exploited until the uncertainties and deficiencies of 
the environmental license regarding the social, cultural and environmental impacts of the Tajo 
La Puente exploitation project, as the company calls it, are resolved.

During the public hearing, the communities explained how their position and thoughts have not 
been taken into account when deciding on their territory. Concluding that the mechanisms of 
participation offered do not allow them to influence the decisions made.

In the light of the precautionary principle, the Judgment of the Court ordered the Government 
of Colombia to take the provisional measure of returning the waters of the Bruno stream to its 
natural course. The Bruno stream remains diverted and the company and the Government refuse 
to return the stream’s waters to its natural course.

The story developed in the Comic is fiction and is an exercise of collective creation. Some in-
stitutions, agencies and public offices are mentioned, but the characters that are presented are 
imaginary and do not correspond to people in reality.



Dreams guide the Wayuú people

The Wayuú people have a guide, and their guide is the dream. The Outsu, the older grandmoth-
ers, are the people who know how to interpret dreams. Just as ships have a compass that indicates 
the course to follow, and a captain who directs the ship, what would that ship be like in the 
middle of the ocean without the compass? How would it  get on? How would the captain make a 
decision without having the compass that indicates the direction where he is going?

This is how the Wayuú people have always been; since long before the arrival of the Spanish we 
have consulted our dreams. The consultation has always been present and has been part of the 
Wayuú people. Through dreams we were told everything. A person consulted dreams to make 
any decision, they said: let me consult a dream, let me dream, let me see what I dream.

So, how does the spiritual part come into it, when it comes to showing the damage done by the 
Cerrejón mine? How is this damage demonstrated? Right now, the company is drawing up  a 
code listing the damages that, according to them, they have created in the territory, and if any-
thing is not within the code, there is no damage. For us, the damage comes from the interruption 
of the natural flow of water from the water sources, from damaging that ecosystem, from dam-
aging the ancient trees, from finishing them off, from knocking them down. In the trees there is 
life, in the trees many spirits who care for the forest used to resid, so that is the great damage that 
they have caused. 

The interruption of sleep at night in the communities within the area of the railway corridor, 
with the train whistle and the noise of the train, has an effect, it interrupts sleep, interrupts that 
message given to us through sleep. There have been cases of people who have been dreaming and 
when they are going to be told what to do to prevent, or to cure something, just at that moment 
the train passes and interrupts their sleep. Things have happened that could have been prevented 
if sleep had not been interrupted.

The spiritual aspect of things has been affected. Puloüi, the spirit of the water, is no longer in the 
water. The lagoons, springs, streams are affected. Other forest spirits, forest keepers, have also 
been displaced. Spirits are not evil, spirits are caretakers, they enforce a law, so that’s why I talk 
to you about cultural and spiritual damage. Why cultural? We are already losing that, people are 
no longer consulting their dreams, we are no longer thinking as a people, because we no longer 
have the ability to consult.

Western companies or people ask you: “How do I pay you, how do I arrange that? But that cannot 
be said by technicians, experts, that can only be said by Outsüs through spiritual work with us. 



That is, only to half repair, because the damage is huge, there is not only a person or a subject af-
fected, the work is to repair Mother Earth, and the Wayuú and African descent peoples. But those 
places where those spirits existed, where those spirits lived, are not going to be reconstructed, 
because if you knock down a 100-year-old caracoli tree, even if another caracoli tree springs up 
or is planted, it will not have the same function as the tree that has been cut down. 

In the case of the Bruno stream, with the diversion, the artificial channel will never have the same 
function as it had in the natural channel, because a connection from nature with the spiritual, 
with the cultural, was interrupted. Nowadays the trees of the Bruno river are dying, but some-
thing can still be done to rescue or save them, and that is to return that stream to its original chan-
nel so that it can try to recover itself with what it still has left, but in the riverbed. In the artificial 
channel, you will never find what was in the natural channel.

Misael Socarras Ipuana

















































Coal Mining in La Guajira

Currently states and multinational companies make agreements and justify their businesses un-
der the banner of an indispensable sustainable development capable of bringing wealth while 
respecting the environment and the population. This alliance between states and companies has 
allowed, in the case of La Guajira, the forced and violent eviction of communities at the hands of 
the police, as well as the militarization of the region, under the protection of the law.

The displacement of rural communities towards populated centres has resulted in their uprooting 
from the land and the dilution of ancestral knowledge and practices. By breaking the traditional 
ways of life of the communities, based on agricultural production, hunting and wild fishing, 
mining multinationals have destroyed the local economy, generating the economic dependence 
of the region on the mine, through royalties that, in the case of La Guajira, never seem to reach 
the majority of its population.

Open pit mining has not only destroyed the tropical dry forest, one of the most important ecosys-
tems in this area and which is in danger of extinction globally. Everything that the forest contains 
has also been decimated, including the rivers and underground aquifers that need the territory 
to exist.

The reality of those who live in mining areas shows that ‘sustainable development’ is just a world 
of illusion, a facade that feeds on broken promises and tricks of communication to maintain insa-
tiable companies without taking responsibility or covering the true cost of their business. This is 
possible thanks to the impunity that multinational companies have, through the permissiveness 
of  states and the flexibility of environmental, economic and labour policies at the national level, 
intending to favour foreign investment and thus large companies.

As in a magic show, where the magician’s tricks serve to distract the audience by showing them an 
illusion while losing sight of reality, the mining companies use the media, their corporate power 
(economic and political), along with their so-called corporate social responsibility, as part of the 
illusionary tricks to maintain the corporate image of the company while the mining expansion 
and its dire consequences continue.

In the Colombian Guajira, the ancestral territory of the indigenous Wayuu and Afro-Colombian 
communities, a semi-desert area that has a single main river, the Rancheria River, how can one 
imagine that diverting its tributaries does not affect the availability of water resources? And that, 
together with a crater in the earth covering hundreds of square kilometres, located in the Ranche-
ria river basin, as a result of the extraction of coal, the functioning of the area’s ecosystem  is not 
affected? With all these transformations, what is the risk of cultural loss in the area? And what 
is the effective space for these affected communities to be heard and their decisions respected?



Now that the climate crisis is forcing us to stop using fossil fuels and the price of coal is falling in 
the international market, does the expansion of coal mining make sense? Are the consequences of 
these expansions on nature and on communities in the medium and long term being adequately 
assessed? When companies seek to reduce the cost of production to be competitive under the 
laws of the market, do they not risk exploiting their workers? For example, the Sintracarbón 
union has just ended the longest strike in its history, 91 days, to stop the reforms proposed by the 
Cerrejón company that could undermine the labour rights won in years of struggle by the union. 
What is the responsibility of the companies that have gained so much economic benefit, once the 
projects are closed and they leave? Are we in a system that favours the rights of a few, for exam-
ple, shareholders, instead of the rights of the majority, for example, workers, communities in La 
Guajira and the rights of nature and everything that lives in it?

This publication is an attempt to unveil one of the many illusions through which states and mul-
tinationals drain life while drawing a wonderful world that is exactly the opposite of what they 
leave behind. But mainly, this work is a tribute to all the communities who defend their territory 
and seek deep within their roots, their culture and their dignity, the strength to continue weaving 
from their autonomy a different present and future for this region. The case of the Bruno stream 
is an emblem of resistance. Several communities, national and international organizations, as 
well as the union Sintracarbón, have joined forces in the past to investigate, protect and defend 
this important water source from the greed of multinational mining companies.



The Magic of Responsibility

“Our responsibility is to have effective communication, emphasising the message we 
want to convey”.

The comic represents one of the many stories that are a daily experience among 
communities around the planet affected by extractivism. What for a company is 
a ‘magic ritual’ for continuing to operate in an area, for communities becomes a 
divisive element and, in many cases, yet another hoax.

This publication is the result of joint work between several international solidarity 
groups and the communities affected by the Cerrejón coal mine.




